A LIFE BY YOUR SIDE

Imesa is a leading company in the production of laundry equipment. We achieved this goal thanks to more than 40 years of total commitment to the continuing challenges to satisfy the growing technological expectation of human beings and meetings changes in lifestyle.

Innovation, quality, safety, versatility, service and reliability: IMSA successes to be their key components. Users are satisfied achieving high results in the many years of experience in the fields of the production and sale of high-quality washing machines and dryers. IMSA is the ideal choice for the total satisfaction of the users.

Customer satisfaction is the IMSA main target. Thanks to an international and professional net of distributors and a well-trained service net, IMESA can assure a global service in Italy, in Europe and in all the world.

During the offer step, IMSA distributors offers a complete support in the correct equipment choice and complete the job with a financial analysis of the investment as well as with the project.

IMESA can deliver in a very short time thanks to equipment stock in many countries: Italy, Spain, France, Portugal, Algeria, Hungary, …

The wide service net can assure a quick technical assistance in case of necessity and the spare parts can be easily purchased in IMESA official website.

IMESALM series washing machine are the ideal laundry solution for hotels, restaurants, hospitals, retirement homes, Coin-op laundries, wellness centres, …

The new high spin washer is the result of important design studies and uses the latest technologies to satisfy the customer from any point of view: high machine reliability, high quality results, ergonomics, simplicity of use.

Available in a wide range, the IMESA LM Series is the result of a careful research created by linked the washing programs in a very simple way!

WASHING MACHINES

LM 8 - 11 - 14 - 18 - 23
LM 30 - 40 - 50 - 70 - 85

Superlative performances

High stability: Thanks to the new IMESA Power Balance System (PBS), the perfect balance is assured even with difficult or partial loads.

Half load programs: The user can create also half load programs, the washing machine is automatically adjusting the water level and the detergent consumes to avoid wastes.

Preferred programs list: The most used 10 programs are saved in a menu, so the user can start them very quickly.

Motorized door lock: once the door is set ajar, the system block it at the program start.

GSM REMOTE SYSTEM: a modern system which allows to update the software, to modify and to download new programs, to make a machine check up from remote. This system allows to reduce the intervention time!

LM SERIES THE WINNING CHOICE!

Studied to last: a reliable structure and high quality components! We are proud of our product reliability in which we trust so much to grant the best warranty condition: 24 MONTHS TOTAL WARRANTY!
IMESA LM SERIES

QUALITY RESULTS

IMESA washing machines use the latest technology to ensure high-quality results to the customers.

SAFETY FEATURES

Thanks to the innovative safety systems, the machine is designed to assure the highest safety levels. The removal of the drum motor is not required by the use of easy-to-understand warnings.

POWERED BALANCE SYSTEM

The space between outer drum and drain valve is reduced to the minimum, so water and energy consumes are reduced.

IMESA LM SERIES

Reduction of intervention time by the use of easy to understand icons.

IMESA EASY PROG

This application allows the user to create his own program answering to few simple requirements.

IMESA HALF LOAD PROGRAM

During the program creation, it is possible to decide for the half load. In this case the intervention time is reduced.

IMESA WATER BALANCED LOAD

Water is gradually heated in order to avoid thermal shocks to the linen. Thanks to the "water balanced load", the washing machine consumes a lower amount of energy.

IMESA QUALITY RESULTS

High safety and ergonomics

- Motorized door lock

- No reflections on the touch screen:

- No rust stains on the linen

- Stainless steel AISI 304

IMESA EMERGENCY STOP BUTTON

If something prevents the correct program running, the anomaly is signalled on the touch screen. All the shown alarms are kept in memory to proceed with possible necessary parameter changes directly from the touch screen.

IMESA GSM CONTROL

Thanks to the GSM Remote Assistance, the washing machine makes easier the technician diagnose.

AUTOMATIC DOOR OPENING

The door set ajar and locks it when the program must be saved or simply used and lost.

IMESA TILTED CONTROL PANEL

The control panel angle was designed to avoid unpleasant reflections on the touch screen:

- TILTED CONTROL PANEL

IMESA AN ENDLESS LIST OF SOLUTIONS


IMESA GSM remote system

Reduction of intervention time by the use of easy-to-understand warnings.

IMESA GSM remote system

Production of laboratory tests.

IMESA Computer equipped with screen

Monitoring, knowledge, understanding.

IMESA LAUNDRY STAR

Laundry Star is the ideal solution to every customers’ requirements.